The vision of A-List's college analysts would be to aid pupils acquire acceptance to the faculties that best fit special characteristics and their aspirations also to consider the stress and confusion from the request procedure. In an attempt to spot the proper fit for a scholar, we spend specific awareness of each student's particular passions, career ambitions, cultural concerns, extracurricular activities and management roles. Alist is committed to driving both pupils through the faculty software approach that was often overwhelming and certainly will support with the maximum amount of of the process as you require. Our specialist workforce will help pupils virtually every facet of the college admissions process: Selecting and visiting faculties, Developing a detailed and practical set of fit schools that are best Completing the UC Request, the Most Popular, Application and school-specific products, Drafting university application essays that are exceptional, Applying for and acquiring financial aid, Selecting between characters of financial and endorsement aid offers. Future student athlete consulting Alist may also guide customers with large school, middle school, US elementary school and graduate school admissions. We're generally pleased to create customised offers for our customers although the table below outlines our most widely used school informing bundles. College Advising Offer 90 minute introductory meeting with expert counselor to remedy any issues, review the application form process, discuss candidate competition/viability for colleges etc that are particular. Preliminary assembly or call to talk about aims of program, Generation of proposed method listing, Finalise choices with specialist, Aid calling plans to sign up, Meeting or phone to talk about aims of sessions and assess instructors and hobbies, Creation of research checklist, Ultimate university tour list to be created by Correspondence, Formation of visit listing that is closing complete with agenda and info on subscribe 649 hourly rates that are + readily available for added help joining for planning journey and travels (start GCSE year or perhaps after) Summer program guidance and advice, College plan and visit checklist generation, Work with school advisor to create checklist that is final, Faculty application schedule presented, Individualized college listing document provided, Advice About documentation needed for applications, Regular experience of expert throughout process, Typical Software completed with person in A-List check that was closing and Team done by A-List in addition to frequent critiques of program by counselor, Brainstorming and draft assessment for Record Supplemental Essays incurred by hours with discount 4,999 + reduced rates for documents that are supplemental.